Preparing a home for TransACT
fibre-to-the-home services
TransACT’s state-of-the-art, fibre-to-the-home technology (FTTH)
will provide residents with access to broadband speeds of up to
30Mbps*, as well as phone and subscription television services,
including TransACT’s unique entertainment-on-demand content.

TransACT will be responsible for running the fibre-cable to the
wall of homes in Forde and Franklin Stages 2 and 3. We will also
provide an electronics unit that is mounted on the side of your
house.

Due to the unique nature of FTTH technology it is important that
you and your builder understand how to make the most of the
unparalleled broadband performance.

You and your builder are responsible for the wiring of your home.
Make sure you talk to your builder about the following.

Prior to construction, talk to your builder or a licensed electrician
about designing a structured wiring scheme for your home. See
following for a checklist to run through with your builder.
TransACT consultants have been working closely with builders
during the construction of the FTTH network. Detailed
documentation is available to ensure builders understand how to
make the most of TransACT’s services while your home is being
constructed.

Internal and external conduit to run the TransACT cable.
E xternal cabinet to house the TransACT electronics unit
(similar to an electrical fuse box).
 location for your internal telecommunications
A
wiring closet.
L ocations for the outlets to deliver the services (phone,
broadband and television).
All of the above information is outlined in detail in TransACT’s
Home wiring recommendations document which is available from
www.transact.com.au
Talk to your builder about getting your home ready for TransACT.
For more information call TransACT on 13 30 61.

*Broadband speeds are maximum speeds achievable. Speed is affected by a number of factors. For full details visit www.transact.com.au
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Because the fibre runs directly to your house, it is possible to have
multiple ports for your phone, broadband and television services
around your home. If your home is wired with a structured wiring
scheme you will have more flexibility to accommodate a number
of ports for various services in the rooms of your choice.

